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ABSTRACT: Studies of vapor phase nucleation have largely been restricted to one of two
limiting casesnucleation controlled by a substantial free energy barrier or the collisional limit
where the barrier is negligible. For weakly bound systems, exploring the transition between
these regimes has been an experimental challenge, and how nucleation evolves in this transition
remains an open question. We overcome these limitations by combining complementary Laval
expansion experiments, providing new particle formation data for carbon dioxide over a
uniquely broad range of conditions. Our experimental data together with a kinetic model using
rate constants from high-level quantum chemical calculations provide a comprehensive picture
of new particle formation as nucleation transitions from a barrier-dominated process to the
collisional limit.
Nucleation from the vapor phase is the first step leading tonew particle formation, giving it paramount importance
in many atmospheric and technical processes.1−3 Under-
standing condensation of CO2 from the supersaturated vapor,
for example, is important in processes ranging from cloud
formation on Mars to CO2 recovery from flue gas or natural
gas, via supersonic separation or cryogenic distillation.4 In the
presence of pre-existing particles, condensation may be
initiated by heterogeneous nucleation. In their absence, new
particles are formed via homogeneous nucleation.
Under homogeneous conditions, new particle formation via
nucleation is conceptually straightforward. Clusters are
assumed to form and grow by monomer (single CO2
molecule) addition and decay by monomer loss. If the
saturation ratio S is large enough to ensure that cluster
formation rates exceed cluster decay rates (i.e., S > 1 and the
vapor is supersaturated), new particles are produced.5 Here, S
= p/peq, where p is the vapor pressure and peq is the
equilibrium vapor pressure above the appropriate condensed
phase. Within the framework of nucleation theory, the cost of
forming a surface between the existing metastable phase and
the new stable phase introduces a free energy barrier that
decreases in height with increasing supersaturation,6 and the
barrier maximum occurs at the critical cluster size n*. Once S is
high enough that the barrier vanishes, particle formation is
largely governed by the kinetics of dimer formation. Such
barrierless processes are not normally referred to as nucleation,
but the term new particle formation is still appropriate.
Exploring the transition from nucleation controlled by a free
energy barrier to nucleation in the barrier-free, collisional limit
is, however, extremely challenging, because most nucleation
experiments are optimized for a limited range of pressures and
temperatures. Thus, experiments either probe conditions
where the free energy barrier dominates or the collisional
regime where reactive species, typically acids and bases, form
extremely stable clusters.7−9 Recently, experiments have been
developed to probe particle formation of weakly bound species,
for example water,10−12 CO2,
13 and various binary CO2-
containing mixtures,14 in the collisional limit under conditions
of extreme supersaturation. To our knowledge, no exper-
imental studies to date have explored the entire range from
barrier-controlled nucleation to the collisional limit for a single
system, and data in the transition regime are extremely
limited.13 Theory and simulation15−19 have explored this
regime more extensively, but questions remain on how well
theory can capture the experimental trends in the transition
region and in both limits.
The performance of theoretical approaches for predicting
new particle formation rates depends mainly on the accuracy
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with which the collision and evaporation rates can be
calculated for clusters with sizes close to that of the critical
cluster. When the process is fully kinetically controlled, i.e.,
evaporation of even the smallest clusters is negligible, the
collision rate of two molecules determines the formation rate.
The rates of collision and cluster growth can be calculated
using the kinetic theory of gases, possibly corrected for long-
range intermolecular forces.20 Cluster evaporation rates are
considerably more difficult to calculate. One approach is to
compute the cluster formation free energy using quantum
chemistry (QC) and then calculate the evaporation rate using
detailed balance (together with the collision rate).21 Unfortu-
nately, the evaporation rates obtained with this approach
depend exponentially on the free energies, and even small
uncertainties in the latter can cause errors of several orders of
magnitude in the former. Advances in computational power
and recent improvements in computational chemistry have,
however, helped overcome these obstacles. Key improvements
include more accurate quantum mechanical methods,
especially more affordable variants of the gold-standard
coupled cluster method CCSD(T) and systematic approaches
for configurational sampling of molecular clusters22 (SM,
Section S3). Consequently, computational studies can now
provide deep insight into the formation of complex molecular
clusters, e.g., in the atmosphere.21 However, state-of-the-art
computational methods have not previously focused on the
exploration of the transition regime between barrierless particle
formation and nucleation controlled by a free energy barrier.
We focus on particle formation of CO2 for two reasons.
First, CO2 is an important and representative nonreactive
species for particle formation via weakly bound clusters.
Second, CO2 is a simple enough molecule for high-level
quantum chemical calculations to estimate cluster free energies
directly and predict nucleation rates from first-principles.
Combining measurements within conventional supersonic
Laval nozzles with those in the postnozzle flow lets us clearly
observe a smooth transition from nucleation controlled by a
barrier to the essentially barrier-free collisional limit. Both the
more qualitative measures, i.e., the conditions at the onset of
nucleation, and the quantitative measures, i.e., the nucleation
rates, agree well in the region of overlap of the two
experimental approaches. Furthermore, the good agreement
between experiments and independent theoretical predictions
based on QC calculations provides a molecular-level
explanation of the observed trends and encouragement that
nucleation predictions may one day be truly quantitative.
New particle formation in Laval nozzles. New particle
formation was studied at The Ohio State University (OSU
setup)23−27 and ETH Zurich (ETH setup)12,13,28,29 (Figure 1,
Section S1). Both experiments rely on supersonic Laval nozzle
expansions to rapidly cool gas mixtures until temperatures are
low enough to initiate homogeneous nucleation of CO2. In the
continuously expanding OSU experiments, particles form in a
short nucleation burst within the Laval nozzle. In the ETH
experiments, new particles form throughout the uniform
postnozzle flow. Combining results from the two experiments
enables the study of new particle formation for the same
molecule, as the process transitions from one controlled by a
free energy barrier to one controlled by collision rates.
Static pressure (pCO2 + pcar), T, and S are rapidly changing
functions of position within the OSU Laval nozzle. Once
nucleation rates reach ∼1017 cm−3s−1, particles form and grow
rapidly, releasing heat to the flow, increasing T and static
pressure, and in turn decreasing S and quenching particle
formation. Most particles are formed in a tight nucleation pulse
that lasts ∼10 μs. The onset of nucleation is defined as the
conditions at the maximum of the nucleation pulse (Section
S1.A). These values, and the characteristic time Δt associated
with Jexp, are readily determined from the static pressure
measurements. After the particle number density N of the
resultant aerosol is characterized via small-angle X-ray









where the density ratio ρNZ/ρVV corrects for the continued
expansion of the gas mixture between the nucleation zone
(NZ) and the SAXS viewing volume (VV).
The ETH experiments measure nucleation in a uniform
postnozzle flow where T, pCO2, pcar, and S are constant. Two
types of experiments are conducted. The first characterizes the
onset of nucleation by systematically changing the value of T at
a fixed pCO2 and position z′ until the transition from subcritical
(no (CO2)n clusters are observed) to supercritical conditions
((CO2)n clusters are observed) is detected. A decrease in T of
∼0.4 K is sufficient to observe this abrupt change.29 The
second type of experiment records mass spectra at constant S
as a function of z′ and, thus, of the nucleation time t. The total
cluster concentration summed over all cluster sizes n (number
of molecules in the cluster (CO2)n) greater than a critical size













The joint OSU/ETH onset data (this work and refs 13, 23,
and 30) and existing literature values31,32 are summarized in
Figure 2 in the form of a Volmer plot (Tables S1−S3 and
Section S4). The good agreement between the OSU and ETH
Figure 1. In the OSU (red) and the ETH setups (blue), the flow
consists of CO2 (pCO2) and carrier gas (pcar). T, pCO2, S, and N are the
temperature, the partial pressure of CO2, the saturation ratio, and the
particle number density, respectively, characterizing the experimental
nucleation rate Jexp. At OSU, static pressure measurements character-
ize the rapidly changing flow conditions (T, pCO2, S) and the
nucleation pulse length, whereas small-angle X-ray scattering
determines N. At ETH Zurich, impact pressure measurements
characterize the stable postnozzle flow (T, pCO2, S are constant),
and nucleation is quantified by measuring cluster size distributions
using soft single-photon ionization with vacuum ultraviolet (VUV)
light coupled with mass spectrometry.
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onset data in the overlap region (at pCO2 ≈ 13 Pa, T ≈ 67−70
K) confirms the continuous trend from a linear behavior
(dashed black line) of log(pCO2) as a function of 1/T at higher
pressures and temperatures, to a flattening curve at lower
pressures and temperatures. This reflects a transition from
nucleation controlled by a roughly constant barrier to
nucleation controlled by collision rates (vide inf ra). It is
noteworthy that the data in Figure 2 cover 8 orders of
magnitude in onset pressure and 1 order of magnitude in
temperature with a large region that could only be covered by
the joint OSU/ETH experiments. Nevertheless, the ideal gas
assumption is still valid over the entire range of pressures and
temperatures for which new particle formation rates were
calculated.
The Volmer plot does not provide direct information about
the experimental nucleation rates Jexp, an important quantita-
tive measure for a comprehensive comparison (Figure 3).
Comparing values of Jexp is, however, less straightforward than
comparing onset data, because Jexp is more strongly influenced
by the ratio of carrier gas to CO2.
33 In particular, the number
of collisions between carrier gas molecules and nucleating CO2
clusters determines the degree of thermalization CO2 clusters
achieve during nucleation. This, in turn, influences the
nucleation rate, because poorly thermalized clusters are hotter
and less stable than thermalized clusters. As the carrier gas to
CO2 ratio decreases, lower nucleation rates are measured at the
same system temperature and pCO2. This explains the
apparently poor agreement in the experimentally determined
nucleation rates Jexp from OSU and ETH in the overlap region
(Figure 3A; Section S2); rates recorded at roughly the same
CO2 pressure (∼10 Pa) and similar temperatures (T of 65.8
and 62.9 K, respectively) differ by ∼2 orders of magnitude. We
note that in this region the OSU experiments use carrier gas to
CO2 ratios of ∼200:1, whereas the ETH experiments operate
at ratios of up to 1:1 (Table S3). At these pCO2 values,
Figure 2. Experimental onset data from OSU (this work and ref 23),
ETH ((open) this work and (filled) refs 13 and 30), Lettieri et al.,32
and Duff.31 Filled symbols correspond to fully characterized
nucleation rates (Figure 3). The agreement between the ETH and
OSU values is very good in the overlap region. The log(pCO2) required
to initiate particle formation is a linear function of 1/T from close to
the critical point down to temperatures as low as ∼70 K (black dashed
line). (A) Experimental onset data are consistent with nucleation rates
of 1017±2 cm−3 s−1 obtained via the kinetic/quantum chemical model
(Jiso, full lines). The latter merges smoothly with the hard sphere
collision model neglecting evaporation (JHS, dotted lines). (B) Critical
cluster sizes n* corresponding to the experimental onset data
conditions (Section S3.D) are estimated to lie between 2 and 8,
and snapshots correspond to Gibbs-free-energy minimum structures.
The equilibrium vapor pressure curve peq (T) corresponds to liquid
CO2. The deviation between the onset data and p
eq (T) illustrates the
increase in supersaturation S required to maintain a constant
nucleation rate as T decreases.
Figure 3. Experimental rates (Jexp, J, Tables S1−S3) agree within ∼3
orders of magnitude with rates calculated using QC methods (Jnoniso,
Jiso, Table S8). Effects of incomplete thermalization are accounted for
(A) in Jnoniso by eq S15 and for (B) in J by eq 3.
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nucleation rates are more strongly influenced by poor
thermalization in the ETH experiments than in the OSU
experiments. The OSU experiments are also affected by poor
thermalization at higher pCO2 where the carrier gas to CO2 ratio
decreases to ∼ 2.5:1.
To account for the different degrees of thermalizationfor a
given experimental setup or between setupswe determined
the nucleation rates J expected under fully thermalized
conditions by correcting Jexp with the factor f derived by
Feder et al.33 (Section S1.C)
=J J f/exp (3)
These values of J at fixed pCO2 and T can now be compared
directly, because they no longer depend on the carrier gas to
CO2 ratio. Figure 3B shows that the agreement between the
OSU and ETH values for J at pCO2 ≈ 10 Pa is now almost
perfect given the experimental uncertainties and a temperature
difference of ∼3 K. The correction closes the significant gap
observed for Jexp (Figure 3A) almost completely and results in
nucleation rates that increase continuously with increasing
pressure, until they level off at the highest pressures (Figure
3B). The alignment of J is equally good for results correlated
by supersaturation (Figure S1B).
Modeling of new particle formation. Experimental observations
are further supported by a kinetic model of particle formation
that relies only on molecular properties. Cluster evaporation
rates are determined using rate constants obtained from a
combination of configurational sampling and high-level
quantum chemical (QC) calculations (Section S3). Under
the current conditions, only the addition or loss of single
monomers need to be considered to calculate time-dependent
cluster concentrations using the Becker−Döring model.34
Detailed balance is assumed for the association (monomer
addition) and the evaporation (monomer loss) rate constants
at S = 1. Thus, evaporation rate constants are evaluated from
cluster Gibbs free energies determined by accurate quantum
chemical (QC) calculations (after configurational sampling of
all relevant cluster structures) and association rate constants
evaluated from gas kinetic theory (Section S3). With
approximately constant monomer concentrations, the iso-
thermal nucleation rate constant Jiso is given by the steady-state
solution of the rate equations (Section S3). Accounting for
nonisothermal effects leads to Jnoniso.
The methods used here allow us to access the largely
unexplored transition between these two limiting regimes,
independently via experiments and calculations (vide inf ra).
With their exponential dependence on cluster formation free
energies, nucleation rates offer one of the most direct and
sensitive comparisons between experiment and QC-based
modeling. Figure 3 reveals a very good agreement between the
experimental results and the theoretical predictions (Table S8)
over the entire range of experimentally determined nucleation
rates of J ≈ 1015−1019 cm−3s−1, with differences of at most ∼3
orders of magnitude, for both the nonisothermal (Figure 3A)
and the isothermal (Figure 3B) rates. The QC data has a
general accuracy of a few kBT leading to a rough uncertainty of
1 order of magnitude in Jiso. Additional errors may arise from
insufficiently accounting for thermal contributions from all
existing cluster configurations and the assumption that all
vibrations are (quasi-)harmonic and uncoupled, which might
not be completely valid, as the small CO2 clusters may behave
in a liquid-like manner at the studied temperatures.35 Given
the complexity of nucleation processes and the very high
sensitivity of nucleation rates to system parameters, such good
agreement is extremely encouraging. This is especially true in
light of the 1 order of magnitude uncertainties in the absolute
values of the experimental rates and the fact that the theoretical
predictions are essentially free of adjustable parameters and
made independently of the experimental results.
From nucleation to the collision limit. While nucleation rates
are highly sensitive to local conditions, their value alone does
not provide information on the nucleation regime, i.e., high
barrier limit, collisional limit, or transition regime. Comparing
experimental onset data to model predictions (Figure 2A)
offers a way forward. The change in the trend of the Volmer
plot, from a linear decrease of log(pCO2) (dashed black line)
with 1/T at higher pressures and temperatures to a curve
flattening at lower pressures and temperatures clearly suggests
a change in nucleation regime. The experimental trends in
Figure 2A are captured by model predictions for rates that
cover the same range (1017±2 cm−3s−1), using the kinetic/QC
model (Jiso, full lines) and a hard sphere collision model
neglecting evaporation (JHS, dotted lines, see Section S3.A).
The agreement between the experimental data, Jiso, and JHS for
the coldest vapor (T ≈ 30 K) indicates that the collision limit
is approached at the highest supersaturations. This is
qualitatively reflected in the very low nucleation barrier
calculated from QC (Figure 4) and a very small critical size
n* (Figure 2B and Table S8). At T = 31.2 K, the nucleation
barrier ΔG* is ∼4kBT or ∼1 kJ/mol, roughly the accuracy of
the QC calculations, which are thus consistent with essentially
collision-limited nucleation, i.e., ΔG* and n* on the order of
kBT and 1, respectively.
The large and rapid deviation of the experimental data from
JHS as the temperature rises above ∼70 K (Figure 2A) indicates
that nucleation is now dominated by the presence of a
substantial free energy barrier. At T ≈ 92.3 K, for example,
ΔG* is ∼15kBT or ∼13 kJ/mola value much larger than the
accuracy of the QC calculationsand n* is ∼5, clearly
indicating barrier-limited nucleation. Furthermore, the linear
behavior of the data observed in the temperature range
between ∼70−90 K coincides with the appearance of an
approximately constant ΔG*/kBT (Section S4, eq S22: at a
large enough n*, the functional form of the temperature
dependence largely reflects that of peq(T)). The QC
calculations show that the nucleation barrier becomes broader
(Figure 4A) but not higher in this range (see Figure 4B region
with ΔG*/kBT ≈ constant above pCO2 ≈ 100 Pa). The linear
behavior extends to even lower saturations (higher temper-
atures, green squares and yellow triangles in Figure 2A), with a
generally very minor dependence on the value of the
nucleation rate (almost overlapping Jiso curves), again
explicable by classical nucleation theory (Section S4).
The theoretical results at high and low saturation confirm
that the measurements for temperatures between ∼40 and 70
K indeed probe the transition regime. The QC calculations
predict that ΔG*/kBT increases steeply with decreasing
supersaturation (Figure 4B) as does n* starting from close to
unity (Figure 2B), i.e., with decreasing saturation, we see a
transition from collisional-controlled to barrier-controlled
nucleation. The agreement between experiment and the
independent theoretical prediction for both the onset (Figure
2A) and rate (Figure 3) data is encouraging. For CO2, the
trend in the onset data can also be captured by classical
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nucleation theory with suitably chosen parameters (Figure S3).
But, as detailed extensively in Dingilian et al.,23 the agreement
with the experiments depends sensitively not only on the
substance but also on (1) the choice of theory, (2) the choice
of physical property values, and (3) an assumption regarding
the state of the critical cluster (“liquid-like” or “crystalline”).23
For the range of physical properties and classical nucleation
rate expressions investigated there, the ratio of measured to
predicted nucleation rates varied from 10−6 to 1018. While
reliable a priori predictions of experimental nucleation rates
can hardly be expected from any variant of classical nucleation
theory, the QC-based kinetics approach of the present work
was able to predict the conditions under which nucleation is
plausible and quantify the nucleation rates to within a few
orders of magnitude.
Outlook. The present study shows that new particle
formation can be understood over the entire range of possible
nucleation mechanisms by combining experimental data and
QC-based kinetic modeling. The Volmer plot shows character-
istic trends, from a linear behavior where the barrier is
substantial to an increasingly flattened curve that extends from
the transition regime to the collisional limit. Starting from the
collisional limit, the barrier height, critical cluster size, and
nucleation rate increase with decreasing supersaturation and
plateau in the region of barrier-dominated nucleation.
For many applications where nucleation plays a key role,
reliable theoretical predictions of the conditions and rates at
which nucleation occurs would be tremendously useful but are
largely missing. The CO2 example presented here demon-
strates the predictive power of the combined QC kinetics
approachnot only for a special regime but over the entire
range of nucleation behaviors. Future studies will have to
explore how far the predictive power of the present model can
be extended to other systems. Be it from the experimental or
from the theoretical side, the question whether general trends
over different regions of nucleation behavior will also occur in
multicomponent systems will be an exciting route to follow
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calculations are provided in Sections S1−S4, Tables S1−
S8, and Figures S1−S3 (PDF)
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